'IRAQ
but there, as in other tribal districts, little interest was taken in
the elections until wider tribal representation was provided1
at the insistence of the Residency which relied on its long-
standing influence among the paramount Shaikhs to obtain
their support in the Assembly. In addition, a large section of
the public was reluctant to register, fearing that the election
rolls would be used for conscription.2
Every effort was made to conciliate the c Ulamd but without
success, thzfatwas being reissued in June, 1923. It was main-
tained in British official circles that the only remedy lay in
vigorous action against the leaders themselves. Only by their
suppression would the opportunity be afforded of intimidating
the rank and file to the extent that the elections could be con-
tinued without further active opposition. The Prime Minister
favoured this policy, but King Faisal continued to hope for
conciliation by other methods. When, however, collisions
occurred on June 2ist, between the police and the inhabitants
of Kadhimain over the posting offatwds at the door of the
mosque and when demonstrations were subsequently organized
against the Government in which Shaikh Mahdi al-Khalisl
and his family took a prominent part, the Ministers, urged by
their Advisers, felt it necessary to take strong action to vindicate
the authority of the Government. Armed with an Ordinance,
passed on June gth, giving power to the Government to deport
non-ctraqis for political offences, the Council ordered with the
reluctant concurrence of H.M. the King, then visiting Basra,3
the arrest and deportation of Shaikh Mahdi al-Khalisi, his sons
Hasan and cAli, and his nephew, all Persian subjects. A demon-
stration of protest was immediately organized by the religious
leaders of Najaf, a group of nine important 'Ulama, also Persian
1 By means of a liberal interpretation of Article III (a) of the Election
Regulations by the Ministers, in late August, 1933,
* Al-Iraq> December and, 4th, 1922.
8 Official Communiqu69 Al-I$tiqlat and Al-'Iraq, June 3$th» 1923, Al-Asima,
June 27th, 1923. The Arabic Press generally approved of the deportations:
q^ June ayth, 3oth; Al-'Asima, June 27th; July and, 4th; Al-lstiqldl^
June 25th, 1923.
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